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• Affective state provides information about the current situation and how it should be interpreted.
1 Clore, Schwarz, & Conway (1994); Gasper & Clore (2002); Schwarz & Clore (1983)
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 Negative affective state (i.e., sad mood) has been shown to reduce false memory errors 2
??
Does Affective State Influence Source Memory?
 Memory error that occurs when one(a) claims a previously-encountered idea to be a new idea or (b) claims an idea generated by someone else to be one’s own idea.Also known as:CryptomnesiaUnintentional PlagiarismUnconscious Plagiarism
George Harrison vs. Bright Tunes Music Corp.
Three-Phase Procedure3
3 Brown & Murphy (1989, Exp. 1)
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Puzzle Solutions
Please fill in four new words that have not been presented in the previous phases.
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Very Unhappy 1 7 Very Happy
Very Unpleasant 1 7 Very Pleasant
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Please describe how you were feeling while you were 
writing your story.
Please describe how you are feeling right now, at this 
moment.
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• Mood affects source memory processes
– Item Memory Errors (Familiar vs. Novel?)
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 What if null effect in Generate-New phase was because induced mood had “worn off?”
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• Mood affects source memory and may
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 Experiment 1
 Question: Does mood affect source memory in inadvertent plagiarism paradigm?
 Answer: Yes.
 Experiment 2
 Question: Is the effect of mood in Recall-Own but not Generate-New due to “wearing off” of mood?
 Answer: Probably Not.
 Experiment 3
 Question: Does mood effect in Recall-Own occur at encoding or retrieval (or both)?
 Answer: Encoding.
 Question: What’s going on with Generate-New?
 Answers: Sad mood enhances item memory accuracy.No effect of mood on inadvertent plagiarism.
o Subjective Experience 
o Resolve Inconsistency
o Reality Monitoring
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